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Android regularly updates its operating system to enable new features, fix glitches, and make your Android device run more smoothly. The newest version is Android 10, and it offers some great features that you want your hands on. Installing a new OS isn't too hard. Before installing, you should make sure that your
phone is compatible with it and be able to get the latest update that we can help you with. Make sure you have the right phone Julian Chokkattu / Digital Trends Unfortunately, not every Android phone will be eligible for the Android 10 update. If your device is over 2 years old, it has already received two major Android
updates or is a lower-end budget device, you may not see Android 10 at all. We've collected rumors for each of the manufacturers in our Android 10 update post, so you can check out the latest news on various devices. However, there are some devices that are given. All of Google's Pixel phones have already received
an update, while the latest flagship phones - like the Samsung Galaxy Note 10 range and Huawei P30 range - are also very likely to get an update. You can also safely assume that any phone that has participated in the beta version of Android 10 is likely to receive an update. The beta version of Android 10 was the
largest in the history of Android, it was attended by 25 devices from 13 manufacturers. Here's a list of phones that supported Android 10 beta: Asus zenFon 5 Basic Phone Huawei Mate 20 Pro LG G8 Slim Nokia 8.1 OnePlus 7 Pro OnePlus 7 OnePlus 6T Oppo Reno Realme 3 Pro Sony Xperia X'3 Tec Sparkno 3 Pro
Vivo X 27 Vivo Nex S Vivo Nex Xiaomi Mi 9 Xiaomi Mi Mix 3 5G Google Pixel 3a Google Pixel 3a XL Google Pixel 3 Google Pixel 3 XL Google Pixel 2 Google Pixel 2 XL Google Pixel Pixel XL Backup data While the final Android 10 build will not be so risky as a beta program, It's still a very good idea to back up android
devices regularly and before making an update. Make sure to back up your Android phone's time on your computer to make sure your precious data is just as secure as at home. How to install Android 10 So your phone has been confirmed to receive an Android 10 update - cheers! Now what? Well, you might have to wait
a while. Some manufacturers take some time to push the update, whether it's a faster company like Nokia, or slowpokes Samsung and LG. This usually comes down to how much work they have to do, and setting up a UIs manufacturer like Samsung's upcoming One User Interface 2.0 can take a significant amount
Time. Fortunately, when your update is ready, it will be pushed up to your phone and you will be asked to upgrade. You can either upgrade right then and there, or you can choose to have your phone install it on a later later When it's more convenient - you can even have it updated overnight. If you're really, really excited
about it (like us), then you can manually check out if the update has come in. If you're not using an Android stock phone, then your path to finding a section of updates may be a little different - for example, on Samsung phones, you can access the software update directly from the Settings app - but its almost always
somewhere in the settings. That's really all it takes to upgrade to Android 10. Not sure what's new in the operating system? Check out our review of Android 10. Editors in general recommend, you should always use the latest version of Android (or any operating system for any electronics product, for that matter).
However, you may not be a fan of Android 10 or you might not think it's quite ready for daily use. If you want to downgrade the Android 10 rating to Android 9 Pie, we're here to help. We have to stress that you don't have to do this if you really don't like Android 10 or it doesn't work well on your particular device. Android
10 has some amazing new features - especially those related to privacy and security - that make it above previous versions of Android in many ways. It will also be best known when it comes to security patches. If you know all this and still want to downgrade Android 10, the steps are relatively simple. But first, let's
prepare you for the downgrade! Prepare for the downgrade of Android 10Before you get started with your downgrade, you'll need to do some training. The first thing you need to do is back up apps, photos, videos, etc. because the downgrade will completely destroy your system. Once you have a backup all sorted, you'll
need to download an Android 9 Pie factory image designed specifically for your device. For Google Pixel users, it's as easy as visiting a complete list of Google factory images. If you're using a phone from another manufacturer, preparing for a downgrade of Android 10 is a little tricky, as you need to find an official factory
image for your device online. Forums on XDA developers are a great resource for this. Most importantly, you download a factory image specially made for your device and download it from a reliable source. After downloading the factory image, you'll need the following hardware: the original OEM USB cable to connect
your phone to your computer. If you don't have the original, use a high-quality Cable. Do not use cheap, thin cables - they are prone to failure. Android SDK installed on your machine with the ADB and Fastboot team is successfully working - check out the tutorial here.7zip or a similar program that can handle .tgz and .tar
files. An An loader on the phone. If you don't have an unlocked downloader yet, you need to check if this is possible and follow the instructions typical of your device. Pixel phones, OnePlus phones and some other manufacturers' phones are easy to unlock, while phones from Huawei, Samsung and others are harder (or
even impossible). You will need to research your own device to be sure. Once you've done all you've done, head to the next section for actual downward steps! How to downgrade Android 10Turn to developer options on your smartphone by finding the phone's about settings in Android settings and clicking Build Number
seven times. Turn on USB debugging and unlocking OEM on your device in the now visible developer Settings section. Make sure you have a backup of all the important files. Remember that this will completely destroy the device! Put your smartphone in download mode. You can do this on most phones by turning it off
and then powering it back, holding both the power button and the volume down button at the same time. Connect your smartphone to your computer with a USB cable. Open the operational team window on your admin privileges computer and run the ADB. For more instructions on this, see Google's resume. Make sure
your phone and PC communicate correctly by typing fastboot devices into the operational team window. You should see the serial number of your device in the list. Prepare an image of the factory you downloaded earlier. Use 7zip to extract the .tgz file that you downloaded and then res extract the .tar file that you
extracted from .tgz. This will create a folder with multiple files in it. You have to find it in the program files folder (x86) on Windows.There are two flash-all files. Windows users should double-click on the one that has the gear logo and says: Windows Batch File on the right. If you are on Linux, double-click flash-all.sh.A
box will pop up and you should see the installation going on. As long as this continues, don't turn off the device for any reason! When the installation process is over, the device will automatically restart in Android 9 Pie.That's what you need to know how to downgrade Android 10. Are you returning to Android 9 Pie? Let
us know your reasons in the comments thread below! Next: Inside Google's massive Android rebranding in © 1996-2020 in 1996-2020 by Sieff Davis, LLC. PCMag Digital Group PCMag, PCMag.com and PC Magazine are among the federally registered trademarks of Sieff Davis, LLC and may not be used by third parties
without explicit authorization. Displaying third-party trademarks and trademarks on this site does not indicates any affiliation or endorsement of PCMag. If you click on an affiliate link and buy a product or service, we can paid the fee of that merchant. AdChoices You can find your device's Android version number, security



update level and Google Play level in the Settings app. You'll receive notifications when updates are available to you. You can also check for updates. See which version of Android you have Open the phone app settings. Near the bottom, click Advanced Systems Upgrade System. See android version and Security Patch
Level. Get the latest Android updates available to you when you get a notification, open it and click the update action. If you've cleared a notification or your device has been disabled: Open the Phone Settings app. Near the bottom, click Advanced Systems Upgrade System. You'll see your upgrade status. Follow any
steps on the screen. Get security updates and Google Play system updates Most system updates and security fixes happen automatically. To check if an update is available: Open the Device Settings app. Click security. Check for updates: to check for a security update, click the security update. To check if a Google
Play update is available, click the Google Play update. Follow any steps on the screen. When you get Android updates It's important: Old devices can't always run new versions of Android. Fix the upgrade problem Not enough space available Update do not download If the update starts downloading and does not end,
the device will automatically try again over the next few days. When he tries again, you will get a notification. Open the notification and click on the action update. Updating the Android version to update security to get the latest security update for your device, make sure you have the latest android version available for
your device. When updates become active, Pixel phones install downloaded Android updates in the background. Installed updates will intensify the next time you restart your phone. Learn how to restart your Pixel phone. Other Android devices Many Android phones and tablets automatically reboot while installing
downloaded Android updates. Updates become active when the installation is completed. Related Articles Read Android Security Bulletins Learn about Android 11 11 can i upgrade my android 9 to android 10
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